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Instructional Design for Global Competency: Analyzing Student Work 
Background Information  

Activity title: ____________________________________________ 

Grade:_________  Subject: ___________ 

Learning Objective: _____________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.Summary of lesson: 

 

 

 

2.Summary of activity/assessment:  

 

 

 

3.Teaching strategies used (ex: think, pair, share, group roles, independent research): 

 

 

 

 

4.Questions for feedback from educators (ex: What reading strategies could I use? How could I build on the lesson to 

expand global competence?) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


	Activity title: Environmental and Societal Inventions
	Grade: 3rd year
	Subject: Spanish
	Learning Objective 1: SWBAT identify a U.S. environmental or societal issue
	Learning Objective 2: and design and present a product that's a solution for it.
	Summary of Activity: Day 1: informal assessment- pairs on task/ formal assessment- email to Liliana
Day 2: informal - groups on task. 
Day 3: Formal - presentations. Teacher uses a rubric based on following directions, understandable, and accuracy. Student audience write recommendations to improve
the product.
	Summary of Lesson: Day 1: ID issues. Read authentic text about teenager Liliana's invention for asthma sufferers in Honduras. Write a summary. Read authentic text about a young inventors' competition. Write an email to Liliana why she should enter.
Day 2: In groups of 3- investigate an issue, design a solutionary product/write a description of it including who it's for, why it's a solution, when it's used, and the benefits of it.
Day 3: Present the product to the class ( judges in the competition). Judges write recommendations to improve  product.
	Teaching Strategies: Day 1: Brainstorm issues/ Read authentic text in pairs about an asthma invention by Liliana. write a summary/Hot seat: 1 person role plays the inventor Liliana and students ask questions/
 Read authentic text about a young inventors' competition/email Liliana why she should enter   
Day 2: In groups of 3: Group roles- 1. researcher- id issue 2. artist- draw product 3. writer-  
            describe product, who it's for, why it's a solution, when it's used, and its benefits.
           All members: edit the writing
Day 3: Present product to your class ( competition judges)/Class writes recommendations to improve the product
	Questions: How could I promote cultural awareness in this lesson plan?


